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Safety Knife with ceramic blade and ergonomic handle
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The Slice Auto-Retractable Box Cutter, with replaceable patented Slice
ceramic safety blade, reduces injuries and lowers costs.

Also available with 3-Position Manual Box Cutter (ORANGE 10400)

Ergo J-Hook handle protects hands during use and limits exposed blade,
creating a safer, more comfortable cutting experience. Third-party
ergonomic testing confirms the J-Hook design requires less force than a
standard steel utility knife. Ceramic blade automatically retracts into
housing when slider button is released for added safety. Includes one
patented Slice ceramic safety blade with a rounded tip and can be used
with pointed-tip ceramic safety blades. Slice ceramic blades last up to 10x
longer than metal blades. Our proprietary manufacturing and sharpening
process keeps our blades finger friendly and safer to the touch while
maintaining their effectiveness on cutting materials.

Used by more than half the Fortune-1000 safety professionals in 35+
countries. Measures 178 x 89 x 19 mm - 96 g (7 x 3.5 x 0.75 in - 3.4oz).

- auto-retractable blade with slider button
- includes one double-sided Slice ceramic blade
- stays sharp up to 10X longer than steel
- easy no-tool blade change
- less blade exposure means fewer injuries
- reduces injuries, lowers costs
- use with rounded-tip replacement blade 10404 
- use with pointed-tip replacement blade 10408 
- more ergonomic than standard metal utility knives
- Red-Dot® Award Winner
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Article No 10503 (automatic) or 10400 manual

Size L 170.0 x W 86.35 x H 18.3 mm

Weight 99,7g

Material TPEE, GFN, POM, carbon steel,
zirconium oxide

Blade 10404 rounded tip

Blade change Yes

Stainless steel No

Detectable No

Color Green/orange

Food safe No

Order number 10503,10400

Cutting depth 8mm
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